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Abstract
Age as a Moderator of Health Outcomes
and Trust in Physicians and the Healthcare System

Emma Katz, M.S.
Trust is an integral part of the healthcare experience. Patient trust is associated with
treatment adherence, patient satisfaction, patients engaging in follow-up care, shared decisionmaking, and positive health-related outcomes (e.g., Gupta et al., 2014; Mohseni & Lindstrom,
2007; Musa et al., 2009; Tam, 2012; Thom, et al., 2004; Trachtenberg et al., 2005). There are
several levels of trust discussed in the literature, including interpersonal trust and institutional trust.
The current study examined two levels of trust: interpersonal trust in the form of trust in the
physician and institutional trust in the form of trust in the healthcare system. The study investigated
whether age moderated the relation among these two levels of trust and the selected health outcome
variables of self-rated health, patient satisfaction, adherence, patient’s preference for decisionmaking, and utilization of doctor’s visits, emergency room visits, and hospital admissions. Three
hundred ninety-eight English-speaking, community-dwelling adults were recruited to participate
in this study via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Participants were administered self-report measures
to assess their level of trust and subjective ratings on health outcome variables. Hierarchical
multiple regression analyses were used to examine whether age moderated these relations. Age
significantly moderated the relations between trust in physicians and hospital admissions, trust in
physicians and patient satisfaction, and trust in the healthcare system and preferred decision
making. Findings provided support for the role of age as a moderator of these relations. Future
implications of these results are discussed.
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Age as a Moderator of Health Outcomes
and Trust in Physicians and the Healthcare System
The Construct of Trust
Trust has been variously defined over the years. The following definition by Mayer and
colleagues (1995) is consistent with many other definitions in the trust literature. They defined
trust as the “willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the
expectation that the other will perform a particular action important to the trustor” (Mayer et al.,
1995, p. 71). The construct of trust also entails an “optimistic acceptance of a vulnerable
situation” (Hall et al., 2001). To allow an individual to be optimistic about the future, there needs
to be evidence that trust is present, hence why trust has been described as the “glue” that holds
communities together (Mechanic, 1996). Trust between any two people necessitates a prediction
about future behavior together (Mishra, 1996). Therefore, there is also an element of
vulnerability involved in trust, as trust entails risking that the trustee will perform a valued
behavior (Mayer et al., 1995) especially since the intentions, motivations, or future actions of the
other person or entity are often uncertain (Coulson, 1998; Lewicki & Bunker, 1996; Ozawa,
2008). Trust also reduces complexity in society (Hardie & Crichley, 2008) because putting trust
in people or systems helps simplify an individual’s decision to act (Ward et al., 2011). Within the
core concept of trust is the understanding that the individual is trusting based on expectations for
the future (Goold et al., 2006). These expectations may be for ensuring advocacy, cooperation, or
a good outcome (e.g., a person’s health or well-being).
Several levels of trust are addressed in the literature, ranging from interpersonal trust to
institutional trust. The following sections will explore both of these levels of trust in greater
detail. Improved comprehension of interpersonal trust (trust between people) and institutional
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trust (trust people have in an institution) allows for a better understanding of how trust can
develop and grow. Trust-building is often seen as an iterative process, where there is a need for
repeated evidence of responsibility, competency, and caring (Borum, 2010; Mechanic, 1996).
Thus, through trust, social order can be organized and maintained (Giddens, 1994).
Interpersonal Trust
Interpersonal trust is trust in another person based on familiarity and previous encounters
(Ozawa, 2008). Interpersonal trust is often considered a learned personal trait, built and
developed over a period of time and is negotiated between people. An established relationship
between trustee and trustor makes it easier for the trustor to rely on the trustee and even
anticipate their future actions (Ozawa, 2008). This simplifies interactions and helps maneuver
complex exchanges between people (Borum, 2010). Interpersonal trust is positively related to
communication between individuals (Greenspan et al., 2000) and rate of reciprocity in
interactions, and negatively related to neuroticism (Evans & Revelle, 2006). Interpersonal trust is
also positively related to subjective well-being and life satisfaction (Bjørnskov, 2003).
Trust in Physicians
Interpersonal trust is an essential component of the medical relationship (O’Malley et al.,
2004; Pearson & Raeke, 2000). While this type of trust encompasses all providers within the
medical system, research has focused almost exclusively on trust in physicians (Katz &
Edelstein, manuscript in preparation). The patient can view the physician as an “ally” and,
therefore, trust their commitment to his or her well-being (Fuertes et al., 2017). A trusting
relationship can help foster a more seamless exchange of information between patient and
physician, aid in better problem solving, and encourage shared decision-making (Montori et al.,
2006). There is the need for continued high-quality health care, and trust helps facilitate this, as
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patients may use trust as a quality indicator for how they evaluate their medical experiences
(Brennan et al., 2013; Calnan & Rowe, 2008).
There are numerous benefits of a trusting relationship between individuals and
physicians. For example, higher levels of trust are associated with greater utilization of
healthcare services, higher patient satisfaction with care, and better adherence to provider
recommendations (Eveleigh et al., 2012; Gordon et al., 2006; Thom et al., 2004). Patients who
trust their physicians are more likely to return for follow-up care appointments (Trachtenberg et
al., 2005) and seek treatment sooner (Mollborn et al., 2005). For example, trusting information
about cancer screening received from one’s doctor is associated with being up-to-date on
screening (Ling et al., 2006). Higher patient trust is also associated with reduced difficulty in
completing disease-specific tasks for patients with diabetes (Bonds et al., 2004). Patients with
higher levels of trust are more willing to disclose sensitive information to a physician and are
less likely to want to verify physician’s recommendations, reducing the costs associated with
getting second opinions (e.g., Berrios-Riveria et al., 2006; Julliard et al., 2008; Thom et al.,
2004). Individuals who reported higher trust in their health care professionals had higher healthrelated quality of life and satisfaction with care (Birkhauer et al., 2017) and greater self-efficacy
(Lee & Lin, 2009). Patients with lower levels of trust in the physician reported decreased
adherence to treatment recommendations, weak clinical relationships, less satisfaction with their
care, lower continuity of care, and lower likelihood of endorsing improvement of their symptoms
in the two weeks after their visit (Harju et al., 2006; Musa et al., 2009; Thom et al., 2002).
Additionally, lack of trust in providers is significantly associated with patients reporting
inadequate provision of necessary medical services during visits with their physicians (Thom et
al., 2002).
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Institutional Trust
The next level of trust, institutional trust, also known as organizational or social trust,
refers to trust in a system as a whole. Institutional trust can be influenced by past interactions, the
media, and general societal confidence in particular institutions (Ozawa, 2008). As trust is a
relational notion (Giddens, 1990), trust with a collective entity like a corporation or a hospital
(Zheng et al., 2002) has to be actively produced and retained. At the institutional level, trust is
essential for successful cooperation, increased efficiency (Lewis and Weigert 1985; Nooteboom,
2002; Six, 2007), job satisfaction, job performance, and organizational commitment (Dirks &
Ferrin, 2001; Flaherty & Pappas, 2000; Lewicki et al., 2006). Development of trust in the
institution allows for the organization’s improved functioning by influencing the quality of the
relationship between and among people (Lau & Cobb, 2010; Tan & Lim, 2009).
Trust in the Healthcare System
Institutional trust continues to generate increased interest within the healthcare sector
(e.g., Ozawa & Sripad, 2013; Smith, 2017; Thom et al., 2004). Trust in the healthcare system is a
type of institutional trust that focuses on how people trust, interact with and put faith in
healthcare institutions and the medical profession (Gilson, 2005). Trust in the healthcare system
is developed through the aggregation of positive interactions and experiences over time (Dugan
et al., 2005), based on a person’s belief in the organization or institution. People who believe the
healthcare system will protect their interests are more inclined to want to trust that system
(Ozawa, 2008). The reputation of the collective institution is also paramount to the evolution of
trust, as individuals wish to trust reputable sources for the protection, stability, and structure they
provide (Ozawa, 2008).
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There are many advantages to establishing a trusting relationship between individuals and
the healthcare system. Trust generates better medical care, which then increases trust, creating a
positive feedback loop (Mollborn et al., 2005). Higher levels of trust in healthcare systems
increase the likelihood that patients will adhere to behavioral changes recommended by
physicians (Ward et al., 2015) and engage in services (Ozawa et al., 2016). High levels of trust in
the healthcare system are also related to better self-reported health status (Mohseni & Lindstrom,
2007), continuity of care (Ozawa et al., 2016), and increased satisfaction with care received (Hall
et al., 2002). From an economic perspective, trust in the healthcare system is also beneficial, as
trust increases patient retention and referral rates, which increases revenues (Liesen & Hyman,
2001). Continued trust in the healthcare system helps alleviate the risk, vulnerability, and
uncertainty of medical care when there is a power differential and information asymmetry
(Ozawa, 2008) between patients and physicians. Healthcare is a dynamic social institution, so
fostering trust between the medical system and the population it serves can strengthen the system
itself. With increased social trust in the healthcare institution comes the development of
collective social capital, better medical outcomes, and the ability to maintain high demand and
utilization of services (Ozawa et al., 2016).
The Relation Between Trust in Physicians and Trust in the Healthcare System
Trust in physicians and trust in the healthcare system are related to one another, as trust
in physicians is an element of trust in the healthcare system. There is reciprocity between both
levels of trust, as trust in the healthcare system helps facilitate the formation of trust in the
physician, which in turn increases trust in the healthcare system. A patient who has positive
interactions with their physician is more likely to report greater trust in the physician, and as the
physician is the representative of the healthcare system, this interaction increases trust in the
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healthcare system as well (Ward et al., 2015). Additionally, there are patients who trust their
physicians but not the system within which they work, so targeting trust could help focus on
these patients as well. The patient needs to believe that the specific healthcare institution is a safe
environment for services (Gilson, 2003). Trust in a healthcare system will then influence the
likelihood the patient will utilize the services of that healthcare system, the services of a different
healthcare system, or any healthcare system at all.
Health Outcome Variables Associated with Trust
Relations between trust in physicians and healthcare systems, and a variety of health
outcome variables have been demonstrated. These outcome variables include higher levels of:
treatment adherence (Abel & Efird, 2013; Trachtenberg et al., 2005), patient satisfaction with
care (Lee & Lin, 2011; Platonova et al., 2008; Thom et al., 2002), self-rated health (Lee & Lin,
2011; Tam, 2012), patient perception of physician empathy (Hojat, 2007; Hojat et al., 2009),
insurer trust (Goold, 2006), medication adherence (Piette et al., 2005), disclosure of sensitive
information (Salkend, 2004), greater continuity of care (Mainous et al., 2001), and better
utilization of healthcare services (Chamberlain et al., 2014; Glaesmer et al., 2012) and preferred
decision-making (Chawla & Arora, 2013).
The current study focuses on five of these outcome variables in an attempt to explain the
relations between trust and these variables. The selected variables include self-rated health,
utilization of healthcare services, patient’s preference for decision-making, adherence, and
patient satisfaction. These variables were selected because of their significance as health
outcomes and because there is published research supporting their association with both trust in
physicians and trust in the healthcare system (Berrios-Rivera et al. 2006; Bonds et al., 2004; Hall
et al., 2002).
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Self-Rated Health
One important factor associated with trust in physicians and trust in healthcare systems is
self-rated health. Self-rated health, also known as self-reported health, self-assessed health, or
current health status, refers to a person’s subjective comprehension of their own overall health.
Self-rated health is one of the most commonly used indexes of well-being (Jylhä, 2009). Selfrated health can be used as a measure of an individual’s perception of their health, an indicator of
health behaviors, and a tool in health-related behavior modification (Bombak, 2013). It is most
often measured in the literature using a single item “How would you rate your health at the
present time: Excellent, good, fair, or poor?” (e.g., Graf & Patrick, 2016; Idler & Benyamini,
1997; Zajacova & Dowd, 2011). Self-rated health is associated with outpatient services
utilization and Veteran Affairs admissions for health-related problems, with participants who
rated their health as “fair” or “poor” being more likely to have higher event rates of service
utilization like in-patient hospitalization (DeSalvo et al., 2005). Participants with “poor” selfrated health were four times as likely to be hospitalized (DeSalvo et al., 2005). Self-rated health
is also predictive of risk of death within the year subsequent to baseline measurement, with
participants who rated their health as “poor” having a mortality rate eight times greater than
those who rated their health as “excellent” (DeSalvo et al., 2005).
Association with Trust in Physicians. There is substantial evidence from the trust
literature supporting the relation between trust in physicians and self-rated health. Higher levels
of trust in one’s physician are associated with better health status (Balkrishnan et al., 2003;
Freburger et al., 2003; Keating et al., 2004; Tam, 2012; Thom et al., 2002) in healthy samples
(Calnan & Sanford, 2004; Goold et al., 2006; Simon et al., 2014), patients with chronic illnesses
(Lee & Lin, 2004; Piette et al., 2005), and those undergoing medical procedures (Kao et al.,
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1998). Longitudinal studies have also found a positive association between trust in physicians
and both physical and mental health status (Lee & Lin, 2011). A meta-analysis of the literature
reported a moderate association (r = 0.37) between trust in the healthcare professional and
health-related status across 47 studies (Birkhauer et al., 2017).
Association with Trust in the Healthcare System. There is also empirical support for
the relation between trust in the healthcare system and self-rated health. Higher levels of trust in
the healthcare system are also associated with better health status (Armstrong et al., 2006;
Berrios-Riviera et al., 2006; Kawachi et al.,1997; Kim et al., 2002; Mohseni & Lindstrom, 2007).
When asked the single item self-rated health question, participants with higher self-rated health
status (i.e., excellent or good) report higher scores on the trust measure used than participants
with lower self-rated health status (i.e., fair or poor; Kim et al., 2002; Mohseni & Lindstrom,
2007).
Utilization of Healthcare Services
Another variable related to trust is utilization of healthcare services. Utilization of
healthcare services has been defined as “the use of services by persons for the purpose of
preventing and curing health problems, promoting maintenance of health and well-being, or
obtaining information about one’s health status and prognosis” (Carrasquillo, 2013, p. 2).
Utilization occurs when the patient chooses to use health services available to them (Andersen,
2008). The frequency of visits to providers and optimal use of healthcare resources not only
helps control more costly services in the future (Balkrishan et al., 2000) but also acts as an
indicator about the patient’s ability to manage their medical conditions and their current health
status (Ritter et al., 2001). Trust is essential in health care utilization of services as it provides
increased motivation for patients to seek out care willingly when needed (Hall et al., 2001; Thom
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et al., 2004). The services included in the operationalization of healthcare utilization varies
between studies. The services most often assessed include the number of healthcare provider
visits, hospitalization, and emergency room visits (Chamberlain et al., 2014; Glaesmer et al.,
2012; Lutomski et al., 2013; Short et al., 2005; van Dalen et al., 2014). Other variables include
seeking care when needed (LaViest et al., 2009), keeping follow up appointments (LaViest et al.,
2009), outpatient office visits (Chamberlain et al., 2014), having a routine check-up within the
previous year (Musa et al., 2009), admission to skilled nursing facilities (Chamberlain et al.,
2014), and being up-to-date on cancer screenings (Musa et al., 2009; O’Malley, 2004) and
vaccinations (O’Malley, 2004).
Association with Trust in Physicians. There is considerable evidence that supports the
relation between trust in physicians and the utilization of healthcare services. Trust in one's
physician is associated with utilization of hospitalization services (Shenolikar et al., 2004) and
preventive health services including cancer screenings across different types of cancer (Gupta et
al., 2014; Ling et al., 2006; Musa et al., 2009; O’Malley et al., 2004), vaccinations (Ozawa et al.,
2016), and routine check-ups (Musa et al., 2009; O’Malley et al., 2004). Increased utilization of
preventative screenings also results in earlier detection of cancer (Gupta et al., 2014; Musa et al.,
2009). Lack of trust in physicians is the main reason patients fail to undergo appropriate and
timely screening procedures (Fox et al., 2009).
Association with Trust in the Healthcare System. There is also support for the relation
between trust in the healthcare system and the utilization of healthcare services. Trust in the
healthcare system is associated with utilization of preventive health services including cancer
screening and check-ups (Musa et al., 2009). Trust in the healthcare system is also a significant
predictor for utilization of hospital healthcare services (Jang et al., 2005). In addition, trust in
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healthcare systems is associated with utilization of health services, including keeping follow-up
appointments, seeking and getting needed care, taking medical advice, and filling prescriptions
(LaViest et al., 2009).
Preference for Decision-making
A variable associated with both levels of trust is patient’s preferences for decisionmaking, or one’s desired role in the decision-making process when making decisions about
medical care. Patient-centered care is an approach to medical care that encourages medical
providers to respond to their patient’s preferences on how involved they want to be in making
treatment decisions (Deber et al., 2007; Lee & Emanuel, 2013). Patients may prefer decisions to
be made passively, autonomously, or jointly, shared with their provider. Shared decision-making
is the process of making healthcare decisions through collaboration between the physician and
patient (Stacey et al., 2014). Shared decision-making is not necessarily the middle point between
autonomous and passive decision-making, as the level of involvement of decision-making is
instead often viewed on a continuum, where individuals can choose how involved they would
like to be. Shared decision-making is beneficial for patients, as it contributes to more informed
choices and supports patient autonomy (Elywyn, 2012; Lee & Emanuel, 2013). Empirical
evidence is still somewhat inconclusive, though, in terms of what level of participation of
decision-making patients prefer (e.g., Chewning et al., 2012; Schattner et al., 2006), as
preferences for participation does seem to vary depending on patient characteristics. For
example, older adults seem to prefer more passive decision-making roles (Arora & McHorney,
2000; Balkrishnan et al., 2003). Recent meta-analysis found that patients tend to prioritize shared
decision-making (e.g., Chewning et al., 2012). The most significant predictor of a patient’s
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preferred role in medical decision-making is their level of trust in physicians (Kraetschmer et al.,
2004; Trachtenberg et al., 2005).
Association with Trust in Physicians. There is support in the literature for the relation
between patient-physician trust and a patient’s preferred role in decision-making. Patients with
higher levels of trust in their physicians desire less autonomy over decision-making and prefer a
more passive role in the decision-making process during visits than patients with lower levels of
trust (Arora & McHorney, 2000; Balkrishnan et al., 2003; Chawla & Arora, 2013; Kraetschmer
et al., 2004). Higher trust in physicians is also associated with patients feeling well informed
about decision-making procedures involving medication decisions, cancer screening decisions,
and surgery decisions (Sepucha et al., 2010). There may be a downside to trust, however, as
patients who trust their physicians desire less input in the decision making process (Arora &
McHorney, 2000). This could cause patients to accept a physician’s treatment suggestions as
indisputable or as the only option instead of conversing about additional options if the physician
and patient have different values that could influence decision-making.
Association with Trust in the Healthcare System. There is support for the relation
between trust in the healthcare system and patients’ preferences for decision-making as well.
Patients' preferred involvement in medical care is significantly associated with trust in the
medical profession (Ommen et al., 2011; Trachtenberg et al., 2005). Higher levels of trust in the
healthcare system are also associated with a more deferential patient role in medical decisionmaking (Trachtenberg et al., 2005). That is, patients who trust the healthcare system are more
likely to choose a passive role in the decision-making process, most likely because they trust that
decisions will be made in their best interest (Trachtenberg et al., 2005).
Adherence to Medical Regimens
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Adherence to medical regimens is associated with trust in physicians and trust in the
healthcare system (e.g., Cuffee et al., 2013; Lee & Lin, 2009; O’Malley et al., 2004). Adherence
refers to the “extent to which the person’s behavior corresponds with agreed upon
recommendations from a healthcare provider” (Burkhart & Sabate, 2003, p. 7). This can include
taking prescribed medication, following treatment protocols, and the overall extent to which a
patient follows their doctor’s advice (Jimmy & Jose, 2011). Individuals who report higher rates
of adherence engage in better self-management of illnesses, improved lifestyle changes, and
better health outcomes (Brown & Bussell, 2011; Conn et al., 2016; Martin et al., 2005).
Adherence to Medical Regimens and Trust in Physicians. Trust in physicians is
associated with adherence to physician advice and treatment regimens (Lee & Lin, 2009;
Polinski et al., 2014; Thom et al., 2002). Patient trust in physicians is one of the strongest
correlates of adherence to medical recommendations and treatment (O’Malley et al., 2004;
Safran et al., 1998; Salkend et al., 2004). Trust in physicians is positively associated with
increased likelihood of adherence to treatment (e.g., Abel & Efird, 2013; Lee & Lin, 2009; Musa
et al., 2009; Polinski et al., 2014). Patients with higher levels of trust were more likely to report
following their physician’s recommendations and taking their prescribed medication than
patients with lower levels of trust (Graham et al., 2015; Thom et al., 2002).
Adherence to Medical Regimens and Trust in the Healthcare System. Trust in the
healthcare system is related to adherence to medical regimens. Patient who report higher levels
of trust in the healthcare system are more likely to adhere to medical advice, follow treatment
recommendations, and take their prescribed medication (Cuffee et al., 2013; Traylor et al., 2010).
Trust in the healthcare system was negatively associated with medication non-adherence (Dale et
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al., 2016; LaViest et al., 2009; Wamala et al., 2007) and a lack of adherence to preventive cancer
screenings (Adams et al., 2017; Palmer et al., 2008).
Patient Satisfaction
A final variable related to trust is patient satisfaction. Patient satisfaction refers to the
“patient’s perception of care received compared with the care expected” (Eng et al., 2006).
Satisfaction with health care is an important aspect of assessing quality healthcare (Alasad et al.,
2015; El-Nagger et al., 2013). Patients with higher levels of satisfaction in medical settings are
more likely to adhere to physician recommendations (Zolnierek & Dimatteo, 2009), recommend
the healthcare system to others (Jenkinson et al., 2002), and have greater continuity of care
(Nutting et al., 2003). Trust is strongly associated with patient satisfaction (Chen et al., 2020;
Fan et al., 2005; Lee & Lin, 2011).
Association with Trust in Physicians. There is empirical support for the relation
between trust in physicians and patient satisfaction. Patients with higher levels of trust in their
physicians reported increased patient satisfaction (Chen et al., 2020; Krot & Rudawska, 2017;
Lee & Lin, 2011; Platonova et al., 2008; Weng, 2008). In a study of 7,204 participants, trust was
reported as the variable most strongly associated with patients' satisfaction with their physician
(Safran et al., 1998). A meta-analysis examining whether patients’ trust in the health care
professional was associated with health outcomes reported a moderate association (r = 0.57)
between trust and patient satisfaction across 15 studies (Birkhauer et al., 2017). Patients with low
levels of trust reported being less satisfied with their care and less likely to follow their doctor’s
advice (Thom et al., 2002).
Association with Trust in the Healthcare System. There is support in the literature for
the relation between trust in healthcare and patient satisfaction. Patients with higher levels of
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trust in healthcare reported higher levels of patient satisfaction with care (Balkrishnan et al.,
2003; Egede & Ellis, 2008; Hall et al., 2002; Tang, 2011). Low levels of trust in the medical
profession and healthcare system were also associated with a lack of patient satisfaction with
health care (Egede & Ellis, 2008; Shan et al., 2016).
Age and Association with Trust and Health Outcome Variables
Age was chosen as a potential moderator in part because of the interrelations among age,
trust in physicians and the healthcare system, and important health outcome variables. Age is
significantly related to both trust in physicians (e.g., Arora & McHorney, 2000; Bachinger et al.,
2009; Kraetschmer et al., 2004; Rodriguez et al., 2013) and trust in the healthcare system (e.g.,
Balkrishnan et al., 2003; Benjamins, 2006; Boulware et al., 2003; Hall et al., 2002), with older
adults reporting higher healthcare-related trust levels than young adults (e.g., Mainous et al.,
2001; Simon et al., 2014). This could be due to older adults’ increased interactions with health
care providers because of multiple chronic or comorbid health conditions (Bell et al., 2013) or
cohort differences in trust (Bell et al., 2013); or perhaps with older age comes more time to
establish a trusting relationship with their physicians. Trust in physicians and the healthcare
system also increases across the lifespan (Li & Fung, 2013; Poulin & Haase, 2015), which could
contribute to higher rates of trust among older adults in medical settings.
While age is related to levels of trust (e.g., Poulin & Haase, 2015), age is also related to
health outcome variables, including utilization of healthcare services (Institute of Medicine,
2008), decision-making (Chi et al., 2017; Best & Charness, 2015), patient satisfaction (Peck,
2011), adherence (Jin, 2016), and self-rated health (Amstadter et al., 2010). For example, Chawla
and Arora (2013) and Naik et al. (2011) examined age-related differences in patient preferences
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for involvement in medical decision-making and determined that older adults are more likely to
prefer passive roles in decision-making than younger adults.
In summation, research has linked trust to the health outcome variables (e.g., Lee & Lin,
2011, Tam, 20212), age to the health outcome variables (e.g., Chi et al., 2017; Rodriguez et al.,
2013; Simon et al., 2014), and age to trust (e.g., Hall et al., 2002; Rodriguez et al., 2013).
However, there is a lack of research exploring how all these variables are connected. It is
important to continue examining the role age plays in the trusting relationship and how age may
act as a moderator in furthering our understanding of the trust in physicians and trust in the
healthcare system literature. While there is increasing evidence of age-related differences in trust
and age-related differences in associated health outcome variables, no study has yet explored the
role age may play as a moderator among self-rated health, utilization of healthcare services,
patient preference for decision-making, adherence, and patient satisfaction, and either trust in the
healthcare system or trust in physicians.
Statement of the Problem
Trust in healthcare is foundational for patient-centric, effective treatment. With increased
trust comes the increased likelihood of patients engaging in follow-up care, treatment adherence,
shared decision-making, increased patient satisfaction, and positive health-related outcomes
(e.g., Gupta et al., 2014; Mohseni & Lindstrom, 2007; Musa et al., 2009; Tam, 2012; Thom et
al., 2004; Trachtenberg et al., 2005). Trust acts as a barometer for how patients evaluate their
interactions with medical professionals and their overall healthcare experience. Measuring trust
allows for a way to understand how to maintain and even strengthen individuals’ healthcare
engagement and inform intervention efforts to increase trust. Promoting health through
enhancing patient trust has implications for improving healthcare utilization in medical services
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and helping reduce health disparities, as increased trust is associated with increased utilization of
healthcare services (e.g., Hall et al., 2001; Thom et al., 2004).
There are several levels of trust discussed in the literature, including interpersonal trust
and institutional trust. Interpersonal trust, trust between people, helps maneuver complex
relationships between people (Borum, 2010) and makes it easier for the trustor to rely on the
trustee in various interactions (Ozawa, 2008). Trust in physicians is a type of interpersonal trust.
Trust in physicians is positively associated with many beneficial health outcomes, including
better utilization of healthcare services, higher patient satisfaction with care, better follow-up
care, and better adherence to provider recommendations (e.g., Eveleigh et al., 2012; Gordon et
al., 2006; Thom et al., 2004).
Institutional trust, trust people have in the institution, facilitates social exchange (e.g.,
Frazier et al., 2013) and improves the quality of the relationship between people within the
overall system (Lau & Cobb, 2010; Tan & Lim, 2009). Trust in the healthcare system is a type of
institutional trust. Trust in the healthcare system is positively associated with various health
outcomes including better continuity of care, increased continuity of care, better self-reported
health status, and increased satisfaction by patients with care received (e.g., Hall et al., 2002;
Mohseni & Lindstrom, 2007; Ozawa et al., 2016).
The trust literature has established various relations between health outcome variables
and these two levels of trust, trust in physicians and healthcare systems. Outcome variables with
empirical literature supporting their association with trust include treatment adherence (Thom et
al., 2004; Trachtenberg, Dugan, & Hall, 2005), medication adherence (Piette et al., 2005), selfrated health (Balkrishnan et al., 2003; Berrios-Riviera et al., 2006), utilization of healthcare
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services (Musa et al., 2009), insurer trust (Kao et al., 1998), continuity of care (Mainous et al.,
2001), and preference for shared decision-making (Trachtenberg et al., Kraetschmer et al., 2004).
While the foregoing relations have been established, there has been no attempt in the trust
literature to examine factors that account for the strengths of relations of these variables and trust
in physicians or trust in the healthcare system. Age is a variable with the potential to influence
the strength of these relations. Age is significantly related to both trust in physicians and trust in
the healthcare system (e.g., Arora & McHorney, 2000; Bachinger et al., 2009; Balkrishnan et al.,
2003; Benjamins, 2006; Boulware et al., 2003; Hall et al., 2002; Kraetschmer et al., 2004;
Rodriguez et al., 2013). Additionally, with an increasingly aging population (U.S. Census
Bureau, 2017), and the age-related increase in contact between individuals and the healthcare
system, it is important to consider the role of age in healthcare trust.
There is a consensus in the field that trust in physicians and in the healthcare system is
associated with beneficial health outcomes, and that age influences the level of trust. There is no
published research that has addressed the potential role of age in moderating the relation between
trust and important healthcare outcome variables.
The current study sought to determine whether age moderates the relation between these
two levels of trust and five health outcome variables. Health outcome variables included selfrated health, utilization of healthcare services, patient’s preference for decision-making,
adherence, and patient satisfaction. These variables were chosen due to their significance as
health outcomes and because there is empirical literature that supports their association with both
trust in physicians and trust in the healthcare system.
Research Questions
1. Does age moderate the relation between trust in physicians and self-rated health?
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2. Does age moderate the relation between trust in the healthcare system and self-rated
health?
3. Does age moderate the relation between trust in physicians and utilization of healthcare
services?
4. Does age moderate the relation between trust in the healthcare system and utilization
of healthcare services?
5. Does age moderate the relation between trust in physicians and preferred decisionmaking?
6. Does age moderate the relation between trust in the healthcare system and preferred
decision-making?
7. Does age moderate the relation between trust in physicians and adherence?
8. Does age moderate the relation between trust in the healthcare system and adherence?
9. Does age moderate the relation between trust in physicians and patient satisfaction?
10. Does age moderate the relation between trust in the healthcare system and patient
satisfaction?
Method
Participants
Participants in this study were recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk), an
online marketplace for the coordination of workers to complete tasks. The use of MTurk enabled
recruitment of a diverse population of young, middle-aged, and older adults from various
geographic regions, and facilitates data collection. Using MTurk, researchers can recruit
participants based on specific characteristics such as age, geographic location, and gender.
Researchers can also determine the acceptable parameters for a participant’s Human Intelligence
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Tasks (HIT) success rate, which is the individual’s average success rate for attention check
questions completed in past surveys through the site. MTurk has been used in previous studies to
collect survey and questionnaire data for behavioral research (Buhrmester et al., 2011; Mason &
Suri, 2012; Paolacci & Chandler, 2014). The MTurk sample in America is comparable to
nationally representative survey sample populations in terms of age, race/ethnicity, gender ratios,
education levels, and success rates of attention check items (Berinsky, et al., 2012). Additionally,
MTurk participants have been shown to respond truthfully across items completed and similarly
in terms of attention and consistency compared to samples recruited through other methods
(Paolacci & Chandler, 2014).
Power analyses using G*Power 3.1.9 (Faul et al., 2013) were conducted to determine the
sample size required for the multiple regression analyses used for the current study. The sample
size was determined for an estimated small-moderate effect size (d = .30) with 7 criterion
variables and intended power of .80. This effect size was based on a recent systematic review
(Birkhauer et al., 2017) examining the influence of trust in the healthcare professional on health
outcome variables, in which a small-moderate effect size was reported across studies. Results of
this power analysis suggested a target sample size of 240 total participants. With the inclusion of
covariates in this study, the target sample size was 302. The final sample of 398 participants was
then well powered for the moderation tests that were used.
One hundred fifty participants were recruited for each of three age groups: young adults
(18-40 years old), middle-aged adults (40-65 years old), and older adults (65 years old and older;
Fingerman et al., 2011). All recruited participants were from the United States. Participants
under 18 years of age were excluded from this study. Study participants were reimbursed $1.00
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for participation. Of the initially collected 450 participants, 52 were excluded from further
analyses. The final sample included 398 participants
Study Design and Procedures
Data were gathered via MTurk in December 2020. The survey-based methodology has
been used in similar studies assessing trust in healthcare settings (Birkhauer et al., 2017; Musa et
al., 2009). The present study employed a correlational design.
To obtain an equal number of participants in each age group, participants were recruited
through MTurk in small groups within the following age ranges: 4 young adult groups (ages 1824, 25-30, 31-35, 36-40), 5 middle-age adult groups (ages 41-45, 46-50, 51-55, 56-60, 61-64),
and 3 older adult groups (ages 65-69, 70-74, and 75 and older, which is the oldest age group
MTurk allows to be recruited). This helped with recruiting an even number of older adult
participants, as research conducted online with older adults can often result in a large sample
base that would be considered “young older adults” (i.e., 65 to 69 years old; Guatam et al.,
2019).
Participants responded to a description of the study advertised on MTurk. Interested
participants were directed to a set of questionnaires and assessment measures on Qualtrics, which
was the hosting site for the survey. When participants chose to complete the survey online, they
were presented first with a cover letter discussing the study, description of the procedures,
discomforts, benefits, financial considerations, confidentiality, and informed consent. After
consenting, participants were then asked their birth year, which was used to screen for
individuals across age groups. If an individual was not the necessary age for participation in the
survey, or if enough participants from that age bracket have already been recruited, they were not
permitted to complete the rest of the survey. Next, participants were asked if they had seen a
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physician at least twice during the past 2 years. Hall and colleagues (2001) used the same prompt
with the Wake Forest Trust in Physicians Scale. The 2-year time frame also included preCOVID-19 doctors’ appointments. If participants answered “no” to this question, they were not
permitted to complete the rest of the survey.
After completing the demographic questionnaire, all participants completed the online
survey consisting of self-report measures for each of the variables. The order in which
participants completed these measures was randomized to help control for order effects. At the
end of the survey, participants were asked for their age in years. This allowed the researcher to
check for valid age reporting across the study during data cleaning by sifting out any invalid data
due to misrepresentation of age. Additionally, to increase the likelihood of including individuals
with high-quality data, validity checks were included within each self-report measure
administered (e.g., For this item, please respond with “Strongly agree”). There was one validity
check per measure. Validity checks increase the accuracy of self-report data and help to decrease
inattentive or careless responding (Oppenheimer et al., 2009). Data for participants whose dates
and age did not match were excluded from analyses (n = 37). Participant responses reflecting
more than one incorrect validity check item resulted in exclusion from the final sample (n = 15).
Of the participants excluded from further analyses, 18 were young adults, 23 were middle-age
adults, and 11 were older adults.
Measures
Demographics Questionnaire
A demographic questionnaire was used to assess a variety of individual characteristics.
The questionnaire included questions regarding age, sex, race/ethnicity, highest education
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attained, marital status, occupational status, COVID-19 diagnosis, and year born. For a copy, see
Appendix A.
Trust in the Physician
The Wake Forest Trust in Physicians Scale (WFTPS; Hall et al., 2002) assessed the
degree to which participants trust their physicians (e.g., “Your doctor will do whatever it takes to
get you all the care you need.”). The WFPTS is a 10-item assessment instrument that uses a 5point Likert response scale with response choices ranging from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5
(Strongly Agree). Responses were summed, with total scores ranging from 10 to 50. Higher
scores indicate higher levels of trust. Initial examination included 959 participants in the general
population and a regional (North Carolina) survey of 1,199 Health Maintenance Organization
members. The measure demonstrates strong internal consistency coefficients (a = 0.79- 0.93;
Hall et al., 2002; Katz & Edelstein, under review) among nationally represented communitydwelling samples. Two-month test-retest reliability in the initial validation study was adequate
(a = 0.75; Hall et al., 2001). Convergent validity evidence was demonstrated with the WFPTS
through positive relations with assessment measures of trustworthiness, satisfaction with care,
patient-perceived physician’s empathy, and insurer trust (Hall et al., 2001; Katz & Edelstein,
under review). The internal consistency estimate was strong for the current sample, α = .81. For
a copy of the scale, refer to Appendix B.
Trust in the Healthcare System
The extent to which participants trust the healthcare system was assessed through the
Health Care System Trust Scale (HCSTS). The HCSTS was the reverse-coded version of the
published Revised Health Care System Distrust Scale (Shae et al., 2008). Shae and colleagues
developed this scale to examine participants distrust in the healthcare system. Initial assessment
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of 255 medical patients demonstrated strong internal consistency reliability (a = 0.83; Shea et
al., 2008). Evidence for convergent validity of the scale is based on positive relations with
measures of trust in one’s physician, a global item assessing general social trust, and a global
item of trust in the health care system (Shea et al., 2008). For the purpose of this study, the
distrust scale (Shea et al., 2008) became a trust scale with the reversal of scoring. Our reversecoded, 9-item, self-report measure used a Likert scale ranging from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5
(Strongly Agree). Respondents rated the extent to which they trust the healthcare system in
general. While the current reliability evidence provided by Shae and colleagues is sufficient
regardless of how the instrument is scored (2008), internal consistency reliability was strong
among the current sample, α = .80.
Reverse-scoring calls into question the validity evidence gathered with the original
scoring system. Thus, validity evidence for this measure was gathered during this
study. Evidence for convergent validity of the scale is based on positive, significant relations
between total scores on the HCSTS and scores on the WFPTS (r = .380), PDSM (r = .460), and
HCSQ (r = .257), and negative, significant relations with healthcare utilization for doctors’ visits
(r = -.319), emergency room visits (r = -.402) and number of hospital admissions (r = -.354).
This is consistent with prior validity evidence reported for measures of trust and conceptuallyrelated constructs of patient satisfaction, healthcare utilization, and preferred decision-making
(e.g., Birkhauer et al., 2017; Hall et al., 2002; Jang et al., 2005). Discriminant validity evidence
was also demonstrated based on non-significant, weak relations with education level (r = .057),
gender (r = -.096) and marital status (r = .040). These relations were expected in light of
previous research about the relations between trust and these demographic variables (e.g., Egede
& Ellis, 2008; Tsai et al., 2018). For a copy of the measure, refer to Appendix C.
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Self-Rated Health
The Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System 10 Global Health
Scale (PROMIS10; Hays et al., 2009) was administered to assess self-rated health. A single
Likert item, “How would you rate your health at the present time?,” is most commonly used to
assess self-rated health in the literature (Graf & Patrick, 2016; Zajacova & Dowd, 2011). The
PROMIS10 incorporates this item in addition to assessing other domains of global health from a
multidimensional perspective. The PROMIS 10 Global Health Scale is a 10-item assessment
instrument that uses a 5-point Likert response scale for scoring. The measure assesses five
domains of global health: physical function, fatigue, pain, emotional distress, and social health.
Response choices change depending on the question asked, to best assess the construct of global
health and so that none of the items are reverse-coded (Hayes et al., 2010). For items 1 to 6,
response choices range from 1 (Poor) to 5 (Excellent). For item 7, response choices range from 1
(Not at all) to 5 (Completely). For item 8, response choices range from 1 (Always) to 5 (Never).
For items 9 and 10, response choices range from 1 (Very Severe) to 5 (None). All 10 questions
were summed together for an overall global health score, with higher scores indicating better
self-rated health status. Initial assessment of 21,133 participants demonstrated strong internal
consistency reliability (a = .86; Hays et al., 2009). Evidence for convergent validity is based on
positive relations with measures of health quality of life, pain, and other measures of self-rated
health (Hays et al., 2009; Lam & Kwa, 2018). Test-retest reliability with a sample of 204
participants with Lupus was 0.89 after 1 week (Kasturi et al., 2018) and 0.86 with 1102 stroke
participants after 2 follow-up appointments (on average 6 months; Katzan & Lapin, 2017).
Internal consistency for the current sample was strong, α = .83. For a copy of the measure, refer
to Appendix D.
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Utilization of Healthcare Services
Three measures were administered to assess the utilization of healthcare services. Each
measure consists of a single-item statement that targets a different component of healthcare
utilization; outpatient visits, hospitalization, and emergency room visits (e.g., “Please recall the
total number of doctors’ visits you have had within the last year”; Short et al., 2010). Selfreported utilization of healthcare services is often used as a proxy when administrative data or
medical claims are not available (Short et al., 2010). All respondents used a continuous scale to
indicate the frequency of their visits over the previous twelve months. The items were not
summed for a total score, since they were assessing different constructs. Each item was treated
like a separate measure, with the score on each entered separately during data analysis. Item
selection was determined by the empirical literature and based on the most commonly assessed
services for utilization of healthcare (Chamberlain et al., 2014; Glaesmer et al., 2012; Lutomski
et al., 2013; Ritter et al., 2001; Short et al., 2005; van Dalen et al., 2014). In a sample of 790
community-dwelling adults, higher levels of hospitalization and emergency room visits within
the last year were predictive of increased mortality (van Dalen et al, 2014). Healthcare provider
visits, hospitalization, and emergency room visits were also all predictive of self-rated health
(Chamberlain et al., 2014; Lutomski et al., 2013). Each measure was examined separately to
assess the role utilization of that specific healthcare services had on patients’ trust in their
physicians and healthcare system. In a study of 4,812 participants, percent agreement between
self-reports and administrative claims was assessed for each measure, with 91.6% perfect
agreement for yearly emergency room visits, 93.2% for yearly inpatient admissions, and 74.8%
for yearly doctors’ visits (Short et al., 2010). For a copy of the measures, refer to Appendix E.
Preference for Decision-Making
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The Problem-Solving Decision-Making Scale (PSDM; Deber et al., 1996) assessed the
degree to which participants prefer to be involved in different decision-making scenarios through
the use of vignettes. The three clinical vignettes represent different types of decisions termed
morbidity, mortality, and quality of life by the authors. Using the vignettes, participants are
queried to hypothetically consider their participation preferences regarding diagnosis, treatment
options, risks and benefits, probabilities of how likely the risks and benefits are to occur, how
acceptable those risks and benefits are for the participant, and what is ultimately chosen for
possible treatment. Participants answer the hypothetical question, “Who should make the
decision?”, by choosing one of the following: “the doctor alone” (1), “mostly the doctor” (2),
“the doctor and you equally” (3), “mostly you” (4), or “you alone” (5), to the question “Who
should make the decision?”. To determine preferred role, mean scores are computed and then
collapsed into 1 of 3 classifications: passive (mean score less than 3), shared (mean score
between 3 and 3.99), or autonomous (mean score greater than or equal to 4; Deber et al., 1996;
Deber et al., 2007). Higher scores indicate a higher desire for autonomy in medical decisions.
Initial reliability estimation using 300 medical patients yielded a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of
0.90 and test-retest reliability after a month was 0.57. Estimation of internal consistency
reliability in a sample of 606 hospitalized patients revealed a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.87
(Kraetschmer et al., 2004). Reliability estimation with a sample of 401 community-dwelling
adults resulted in a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.93 (Gregório et al., 2020). Internal consistency
reliability for the current sample was strong, α = .94. For a copy of the measure, refer to
Appendix F.
Adherence
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A single-item was used to measure adherence in this study: “How often do you follow
what your physician prescribes for you?”. This 1-item, self-report measure used a Likert-type
scale with response choices ranging from 1 (Never) to 5 (Always) to have respondents rate the
extent which they adhere to their physician’s recommendations. For a copy of the measure, refer
to Appendix G.
Satisfaction
The Health Care Satisfaction Questionnaire (HCSQ; Gagnon et al., 2006) was developed
to examine patients’ satisfaction with the healthcare services and the system as a whole. The
HCSQ is a 23-item measure that uses a Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (Not at all) to 4
(Extremely). Responses are summed with higher scores indicating higher levels of satisfaction.
Initial assessment of 873 participants demonstrated strong internal consistency reliability (a =
.92; Gagnon et al., 2006). Test-retest reliability with a sample of 38 participants was 0.72 after an
average of 16 days (Gagnon et al., 2006). Evidence for convergent validity was based on positive
relations between observed and latent variables within the measure (Gagnon et al., 2006), where
intraconstruct correlations were greater than 0.5 for convergent validity criterion to be fulfilled
(Livolsi & Meschi, 2002). Internal consistency reliability for the current sample was strong, α =
.91. For a copy of the measure, refer to Appendix H.
Results
Data Management and Preliminary Analyses
All statistical analyses were conducted with the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS 21). Prior to analyses, the variables utilized were examined for accuracy of data
entry and validity checks were conducted. Data were screened for missingness. Preliminary
analyses evaluated primary variables (e.g., total score on the WFPTS) for missingness and
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frequencies revealed no variable had 5% or more of data missing. However, the analysis also
revealed that the HCSTS, HCSQ, and PDSM measures had some missingness (less than 5%).
Subsequently, Expectation Maximization was used with these variables as it does not increase
central tendency or reduce the variance (Field, 2013). There were no significant changes
observed in the mean or standard deviations of the variables after undertaking Expectation
Maximization on the data. Little’s Missing Completely at Random test was also conducted to
assess for patterns of missingness and was not significant (p = .961). Therefore, data were
assumed to be missing completely at random.
Preliminary analyses were then conducted to assess for any problems with
multicollinearity, homoesdasticity, and normality. Variables were examined for normality by
analyzing the skewness, kurtosis, and the presence of any outliers. Normality of data was
confirmed, as skewness and kurtosis values were within acceptable limits (i.e., between -2 and
+2 ; George & Mallery, 2010). Univariate outliers were checked by examining Z-scores.
Scatterplots of variables of interest and correlation tables were inspected for bivariate outliers.
Multivariate outliers were checked as well through the Mahalanobis distance test. The variance
inflation factor and tolerance levels were also examined for multicollinearity (Field, 2013). There
were no problems regarding multicollinearity, homoesdasticity, normality, or outliers.
Descriptive Statistics
Participant characteristics
Descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation) were computed to describe the sample,
and distributions were plotted for each variable. Participant age ranged from 19-81 years (M =
52.43, SD = 17.18), and the sample reported an average of 13.88 years of education (SD = 5.54).
Almost a quarter of participants had been diagnosed with COVID-19, and most reported at least
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one chronic health condition. The majority of participants also identified as male, married, and
White/Caucasian (see Table 1).
Correlations
Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated for all dependent measures including
self-rated health, utilization of healthcare services, preference for decision-making, adherence,
and patient satisfaction. Associations among these variables were reported in a correlation matrix
in Table 2. Means, standard deviations, and ranges for scores of each measure used in this study
appear in Table 3. One interesting finding outside of the purview of the dissertation topic was the
relation between COVID-19 status and predictor and criterion variables, which will be discussed
later in the document.
Statistical Analyses
Hierarchical multiple regression analyses were used to conduct moderation analyses for
research questions 1 through 10. The PROCESS macro for SPSS program version 3.4, model 1
(Hayes, 2018) was used, applying 5,000 bootstrapping resamples with confidence intervals set at
95%. The predictor variable and hypothesized moderator (age) were centered to avoid potentially
problematic multicollinearity with the interaction term (Aiken & West, 1991). Next, a series of
hierarchical regression analyses were conducted and an interaction term computed to determine
moderation. In the first step, the predictor variable and hypothesized moderator were included in
the analysis. In the second step, the interaction term between the predictor variable and the
hypothesized moderator was then included. This process was repeated for each research question
examined.
Multiple regression analyses were conducted and known demographic covariates related
to the outcomes that could explain some of the variance in the models were entered. Control
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variables that were entered into the model as covariates were: race/ethnicity, gender, education,
COVID-19 diagnosis, and number of chronic health conditions. Controlling for variables
allowed for levels of trust and the subsequent interaction with age to be examined independent of
the variables in question. Categorical variables were dummy coded prior to analysis; for gender,
males were coded as 0 and females as 1, and for race/ethnicity, White/Caucasians were coded as
0 and Multicultural Minorities (Black/African American, Asian, Latinx, Native American or
Pacific Islander, and Biracial) as 1. COVID-19 status was also dummy coded prior to analysis;
not having had COVID-19 was coded as 0 and having a history of COVID-19 diagnosis was
coded as 1. Covariates were reported when they predicted significant variance in the model.
When a significant interaction was found, two methods were used to further examine how
the relation between the independent and dependent variables changed at different values of the
moderator: the Johnson-Neyman technique and simple slopes (Hayes & Montoya, 2017). While
the presence of a significant interaction suggests a moderation effect, it does not provide
information about the specific conditions under which the predictor is significantly related to the
outcome (Hayes & Matthes, 2009; Holmbeck, 2002). The Johnson-Neyman technique and
simple slopes were used to permit better comprehension of how the moderation effect performs
at particular values of age (Hayes & Montoya, 2017).
The Johnson-Neyman technique was used as a post-hoc analysis for examining
interactions to test the specific regions where the interaction was significant. The JohnsonNeyman technique is used to identify the point or points along a continuous moderator (e.g., age)
where the relation between X and Y transitions between statistically significant and nonsignificant (Hayes & Montoya, 2017). Knowledge of these “regions of significance” of the effect
of the independent variable on the dependent variable allows one to determine the conditions
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under which there is a relation (Hayes & Montoya, 2017). The Johnson-Neyman analysis was
used in the present study to determine at what age the interaction was significant based on the
mean age of the sample.
Significant interactions were then plotted to further determine the interaction effects
using representative points (i.e., ± 1 SD), and simple slopes were examined. Simple slopes were
graphed along the full continuum of possible scores for each health outcome variable for younger
adults (1 SD below the mean), middle age adults (mean), and older adults (1 SD above the
mean). Parameters for simple slopes are based on standard deviations and not set by the
researcher. Since the mean age for the sample was around 52 years of age (Mage = 52.43, SDage =
17.18), 1 standard deviation below the mean for younger adults was around 35 years old, the
mean of middle age was around 52 years old, and 1 standard deviation above the mean
represented older age at around 69 years old.
Results for analyses examining whether age moderated the relation between trust in
physicians and health outcome variables are reported in Table 4. Results for analyses examining
whether age moderated the relation between trust in the healthcare system and health outcome
variables are reported in Table 5. Each outcome variable is discussed in more detail below.
Self-Rated Health
Research Questions 1. Does age moderate the relation between trust in physicians
and self-rated health? A hierarchical multiple regression analysis was used to examine whether
age moderated the relation between trust in physicians and self-rated health. There was a
significant main effect of trust (b = .3501, se = .0553, p = .0000), such that trust was positively
associated with self-rated health. Chronic health conditions predicted significant variance in the
model (b = -.4933, se = .2637, p = .0252). That is, chronic health conditions were negatively
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associated with self-rated health. Results indicated that the overall model explained a significant
portion of the variance in predicting self-rated health: F(8, 365) = 7.6475, p < .05, R2 = .1210,
but the interaction was not significant, b = -.0058, s.e. = .0031, p = .0586, suggesting that age did
not moderate the relation between trust in physicians and self-rated health.
Research Questions 2. Does age moderate the relation between trust in the
healthcare system and self-rated health? A hierarchical multiple regression analysis was used
to examine whether age moderated the relation between trust in the healthcare system and selfrated health. Education predicted significant variance in the model (b = .1180, se = .0522, p =
.0244). That is, education was positively associated with self-rated health. Results indicated that
neither the overall model (F(8, 365) = 1.7663, p = .0824, R2=.0373), nor the interaction b =
-.0046, s.e. = .0043, p = .2857 were significant, suggesting that age did not moderate the relation
between trust in the healthcare system and self-rated health.
Utilization of Healthcare Services
Research Questions 3. Does age moderate the relation between trust in physicians
and utilization of healthcare services? Hierarchical multiple regression analyses were used to
examine whether age moderated the relation between trust in physicians and each measure of
utilization of healthcare services (i.e., doctors’ visits, emergency room visits, and hospital
admissions). A moderation analysis was completed to test whether an interaction between age
and trust in physicians predicted utilization of healthcare services for doctors’ visits. There was a
significant main effect of age (b = .0428, se = .0078, p = .0000), such that age was positively
associated with utilization of doctors’ visits. COVID-19 status predicted significant variance in
the model (b = 1.4678, se = .3271, p = .0000). That is, having been diagnosed with COVID-19
was positively associated with doctors’ visits. Results indicated that the overall model explained
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a significant portion of the variance in predicting utilization of doctors’ visits: F(8, 365) =
8.2768, p < .05, R2 = .1536, but the interaction was not significant, b = -.0024, s.e. = .0015, p =
.1287, suggesting age did not moderate the relation between trust in physicians and doctors’
visits.
A hierarchical multiple regression analysis was used to examine whether age moderated
the relation between trust in physicians and emergency room visits. There were significant main
effects of trust (b = -.1064, se = .0345, p = .0022) and age (b = .0388, se = .0096, p = .0001),
such that age was positively associated with emergency room visits and trust in physicians was
negatively associated with emergency room visits. COVID-19 status predicted significant
variance in the model (b = 1.5828, se = .4015, p = .0001) That is, having been diagnosed with
COVID-19 was positively associated with emergency room visits. Results indicated that the
overall model explained a significant portion of the variance in predicting emergency room
visits: F(8, 365) = 6.5184, p < .05, R2 = .1250, but the interaction was not significant, b =
-.0017, s.e. = .0019, p = .3766, suggesting that age did not moderate the relation between trust in
physicians and emergency room visits.
A hierarchical multiple regression analysis was used to examine whether age moderated
the relation between trust in physicians and hospital admissions. COVID-19 status predicted
significant variance in the model (b = 1.7319, se = .4031, p = .0000). That is, having been
diagnosed with COVID-19 was positively associated with hospital admissions. Results indicated
that the overall model explained a significant portion of the variance in predicting hospital
admissions: F(8, 365) = 7.8827, p < .001, R2 = .1473 and the interaction was also significant, b =
-.0047, s.e. = .0019, p = .0151, suggesting that age moderated the relation between trust in
physicians and hospitalizations. The post-hoc Johnson-Neyman statistic revealed that the
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interaction was not significant for individuals who were 44 years old and younger. In addition,
participants 45 years of age and older demonstrated a stronger association between trust in
physicians and hospital admissions. Simple slopes analysis was significant for two levels of the
interaction—middle age and older age adults—indicating that both slopes were significantly
different from zero. The general pattern suggested the effects of hospital admissions on trust in
physicians became stronger with increasing age. The association between trust and
hospitalizations was negative among middle and older aged adults. Among older adults, the
slope was steeper, suggesting that lower levels of trust were associated with more hospital visits
among older participants. See Figure 1 for the age moderation effects for hospital admissions.
Research Questions 4. Does age moderate the relation between trust in the
healthcare system and utilization of healthcare services? Hierarchical multiple regression
analyses were used to examine whether age moderated the relation between trust in the
healthcare system and each measure of utilization of healthcare services (i.e., doctors’ visits,
emergency room visits, and hospital admissions). A moderation analysis tested whether the
interaction between age and trust in the healthcare system predicted utilization of healthcare
services for doctors’ visits. There were significant main effects of trust (b = -.1940, se = .0367, p
= .0000) and age (b = .0396, se = .0077, p = .0000), such that age was positively associated with
doctors’ visits, and trust was negatively associated with doctors’ visits. COVID-19 status (b =
1.2422, se = .3197, p = .0001) predicted significant variance in the model. That is, having been
diagnosed with COVID-19 was positively associated with doctors’ visits. Results indicated that
the overall model explained a significant portion of the variance in predicting utilization of
doctor’s visits: F(8, 365) = 12.0832, p < .05, R2 = .2094, but the interaction was not
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significant, b = -.0036, s.e. = .0020, p = .0659, suggesting that age did not moderate the relation
between trust in the healthcare system and doctor visits.
A hierarchical multiple regression analysis was used to examine whether age moderated
the relation between trust in the healthcare system and emergency room visits. There were
significant main effects of trust (b = -.3196, se = .0442, p = .0000) and age (b = .0318, se =
.0092, p = .0006), such that age was positively associated with emergency room visits and trust
was negatively associated with emergency room visits. Chronic health conditions (b = .3112, se
= .1555, p = .0461) and COVID-19 status (b = 1.1705, se = .3849, p = .0025) predicted
significant variance in the model. That is, having been diagnosed with COVID-19 and chronic
health conditions were positively associated with emergency room visits. Results indicated that
the overall model explained a significant portion of the variance in predicting emergency room
visits: F(8, 365) = 12.4040, p < .05, R2 = .2138, but the interaction was not significant, b =
-.0023, s.e. = .0023, p = .3357 suggesting that age did not moderate the relation between trust in
the healthcare system and emergency room visits.
A hierarchical multiple regression analysis was used to examine whether age moderated
the relation between trust in the healthcare system and hospital admissions. There were
significant main effects of trust (b = -.2722, se = .0456, p = .0000) and age (b = .0390, se =
.0095, p = .0001), such that age was positively associated with hospital admissions and trust was
negatively associated with hospital admissions. COVID-19 status (b = 1.4117, se = .3968, p =
.0004) predicted significant variance in the model. That is, having been diagnosed with COVID19 was positively associated with hospital admissions. Results indicated that the overall model
explained a significant portion of the variance in predicting utilization of hospital
admissions: F(8, 365) = 10.8600, p < .05, R2 = .1923, but the interaction was not significant, b =
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-.0024, s.e. = .0024, p = .3187, suggesting that age did not moderate the relation between trust in
the healthcare system and hospital admissions.
Preference for Decision-Making
Research Questions 5. Does age moderate the relation between trust in physicians
and preferred decision-making? A hierarchical multiple regression analysis was used to
examine whether age moderated the relation between trust in physicians and preferred decisionmaking. There were significant main effects of trust (b = -.0463, se = .0081, p = .0000) and age
(b = .0067, se = .0023, p = .0031), such that age was positively associated with preferred
decision-making, and trust was negatively associated with preferred decision-making. COVID19 status predicted significant variance in the model (b = .2421, se = .0943, p = .0107). That is,
having been diagnosed with COVID-19 was positively associated with preferred decisionmaking. Results indicated that the overall model explained a significant portion of the variance
in predicting preference for decision-making: F(8, 365) = 6.1095, p < .05, R2 = .1195, but the
interaction was not significant, b = -.0006, s.e. = .0004, p = .1848, suggesting that age did not
moderate the relation between trust in physicians and preferred decision making.
Research Questions 6. Does age moderate the relation between trust in the
healthcare system and preferred decision-making? A hierarchical multiple regression analysis
was used to examine whether age moderated the relation between trust in the healthcare system
and preference for decision-making. Results indicated that the overall model explained a
significant portion of the variance in predicting preference for decision-making: F(8, 365) =
13.0127, p < .001, R2 = .2219, and the interaction was also significant, b = -.0012, s.e. =
.0005, p = .0237, suggesting that age moderated the relation between trust and preference for
decision making. The post-hoc Johnson-Neyman statistic was significant, indicating there was an
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interaction for all ages (i.e., younger, middle-aged, and older adults). Simple slopes analysis was
significant for each level of the interaction, indicating that each slope was significantly different
from zero. The general pattern suggested the effects of preferred decision-making on trust in the
healthcare system became stronger with increasing age. The association between trust and
preferred decision-making was negative among younger, middle, and older aged adults.
However, among older adults the slope was steeper suggesting that lower levels of trust were
associated with a preference for more autonomous decision-making among older participants.
See Figure 2 for the age moderation effects for preference for decision-making.
Adherence
Research Questions 7. Does age moderate the relation between trust in physicians
and adherence? A hierarchical multiple regression analysis was used to examine whether age
moderated the relation between trust in physicians and adherence. There was a significant main
effect of trust (b = .0530, se = .0070, p = .0000), in which trust was positively associated with
adherence. Education (b = .0156, se = .0061, p = .0109) and COVID-19 status (b = .1778, se =
.0811, p = .0290) predicted significant variance in the model. That is, education and having been
diagnosed with COVID-19 education were positively associated with adherence. Results
indicated that the overall model explained a significant portion of the variance in predicting
adherence: F(8, 365) = 10.9697, p < .05, R2 = .1938, but the interaction was not significant, b =
-.0003, s.e. = .0004, p = .3859, suggesting that age did not moderate the relation between trust in
physicians and adherence.
Research Questions 8. Does age moderate the relation between trust in the
healthcare system and adherence? A hierarchical multiple regression analysis was used to
examine whether age moderated the relation between trust in the healthcare system and
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adherence. Education (b = .0226, se = .0065, p = .0005) and COVID-19 status (b = .2099, se =
.0880, p = .0175) predicted significant variance in the model. That is, education and having been
diagnosed with COVID-19 were positively associated with adherence. Results indicated that the
overall model explained a significant portion of the variance in predicting adherence: F(8, 365) =
2.5751, p < .05, R2 = .0727 but the interaction was not significant, b = .0002, s.e. = .0005, p =
.6962, suggesting that age did not moderate the relation between trust in the healthcare system
and adherence.
Patient Satisfaction
Research Questions 9. Does age moderate the relation between trust in physicians
and patient satisfaction? A hierarchical multiple regression analysis was used to examine
whether age moderated the relation between trust in the healthcare system and patient
satisfaction. COVID-19 status predicted significant variance in the model (b = 1.9130, se =
.9637, p = .0479). That is, having been diagnosed with COVID-19 was positively associated with
patient satisfaction. Results indicated that the overall model explained a significant portion of the
variance in predicting patient satisfaction: F(8, 365) = 23.9266, p < .001, R2 = .3440 and the
interaction was also significant, b = -.0150, s.e. = .0046, p = .0011, suggesting that age does
moderate the relation between trust in physicians and patient satisfaction. The post-hoc JohnsonNeyman statistic was significant, indicating there was an interaction among all levels of age.
Simple slopes analysis was significant for each level of the interaction, which demonstrated that
each slope was significantly different from zero. The general pattern suggested the effects of
patient satisfaction on trust in physicians became stronger with increasing age. The association
between trust and patient satisfaction was positive among younger, middle, and older aged
adults. Among older adults, the slope was steeper suggesting that higher levels of trust were
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associated with greater patient satisfaction among older participants. See Figure 3 for the age
moderation effects for patient satisfaction.
Research Questions 10. Does age moderate the relation between trust in the
healthcare system and patient satisfaction? A hierarchical multiple regression analysis was
used to examine whether age moderated the relation between trust in the healthcare system and
patient satisfaction. There was a significant main effect of trust (b = .2875, se = .1331, p =
.1314), such that trust was positively associated with patient satisfaction. Gender (b = 2.2520, se
= .9521, p = .0185), education (b = .2951, se = .0855, p = .0006), and COVID-19 status (b =
2.5426, se = 1.1591, p = .0289) predicted significant variance in the model. That is, gender,
education, and having been diagnosed with COVID-19 were positively associated with patient
satisfaction. Results indicated that the overall model explained a significant portion of the
variance in predicting patient satisfaction: F(8, 365) = 3.5513, p < .05, R2 = .0722 but the
interaction was not significant, b = -.0088, s.e. = .0071, p = .2133, suggesting age did not
moderate the relation between trust in the healthcare system and patient satisfaction.
Discussion
The current study examined whether age moderated the relation between two levels of
trust, trust in physicians and trust in the healthcare system, and five selected health outcome
variables of self-rated health, utilization of healthcare services, patient satisfaction, adherence,
and patient’s preference for decision-making. Through exploratory analysis, the results of the
study found that age was a significant moderator for relations between trust in physicians and
patient satisfaction, trust in physicians and hospital admissions, and trust in the healthcare system
and preferred decision making. Moderation analyses of the relations among the other two levels
of trust and health outcome variables examined found no moderation by age.
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Moderating Role of Age
Age as a moderator of trust in physicians and hospitalizations. Results from the
current study are consistent with previous research that trust in physicians is negatively related to
the number of hospitalizations (e.g., Duckett et al., 2016; Ionescu-Ittu et al., 2007). There is also
research showing a relation between age and number of hospitalizations (e.g., Jiang et al., 2018;
Legramante et al., 2016), which is also consistent with the present study. The unique finding of
the present study is that age moderated the relation between trust in physicians and number of
hospital admissions. A closer examination of the findings revealed that the effect of age on this
relation held for older adults but not younger adults.
A remaining question is why age would moderate the relation between trust in physicians
and number of hospitalizations, and why that relation would hold only for older adults. The
answer may lie in the fact that for older adults, trust in physicians is positively related to
continuity of care (Gill et al., 2000; Liang et al., 2016). Continuity of care is also negatively
related to likelihood of hospitalizations (Gill, 2000; Ionescu-Ittu et al., 2007; Mainous et al.,
1998; Worrall & Knight, 2006). In addition, older adults who trust their physicians are more
likely to trust their physicians’ medical judgment and expertise (Ionescu-Ittu et al., 2007).
Therefore, when older adults trust their physicians, they are more likely to continue coming in
for services including regular monitoring and check-ups (Gill et al., 2000) and are also more
likely to reach out to their physicians to help manage medical problems when they do arise
(Ionescu-Ittu et al., 2007). By following up with regular care and reaching out early when
medical situations arise, older adults are able to address medical problems early in the office or
over the telephone without further exacerbation of the problem instead of waiting until the
problem warrants hospitalization (Ionescu-Ittu et al., 2007). This contributes to lower rates of
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avoidable hospitalizations (Gill et al., 2000; Ionescu-Ittu et al., 2007). Conversely, age was not a
moderator for younger individuals, possibly because young adults have lower levels of trust in
their physicians (Simon et al., 2014), and young adults are less likely to engage in continuity of
care, have fewer checkups, and do not utilize healthcare services as frequently as middle-aged
and older adults (e.g., Fortuna et al., 2015; Stroud et al., 2015; Wong et al., 2014).
Age as a moderator of trust in the healthcare system and preferred decisionmaking. Results from the current study are consistent with the literature that trust in the
healthcare system is negatively related to preferred decision-making (e.g., Chawla & Arora,
2013; Ommen et al., 2011; Trachtenberg et al., 2005). That is, patients with higher levels of trust
desire more of a passive role in their decision-making process. This was confirmed by the
present findings. Previous research also shows that age is related to preferred decision-making
(e.g., Chi et al., 2017; Lockenhoff, 2018; Trachtenberg et al., 2005), which was confirmed by the
present results as well. The present study helps us understand the negative relation between trust
in the healthcare system and preferred decision-making, in that it was moderated by age.
This leads to the question of why age might moderate the negative relation between trust
in the healthcare system and preferred decision-making. First, older adults are more likely than
younger adults to relegate decision making to their physicians (e.g., Ommen et al., 2011;
Trachtenberg et al., 2005). For example, older adults who are more trusting are more likely to
prefer more passive decision-making (Ommen et al., 2011; Trachtenberg et al., 2005). Another
possible reason may be that older adults trust in their medical team has been reinforced through
repeated interactions with the healthcare system (Dugan et al., 2005) and longer continuity of
care (Mainous et al., 2001; Simon et al., 2014). Preferences for involvement in decision-making
may also change with age potentially due to cohort effects, such that as adults age they prefer
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more passive decision-making roles (Flynn et al., 2006; Levinson et al., 2005). Older adults also
report lower levels of health locus of control as they get older, which is significantly related to
delegating decisional authority (Schneider et al., 2006).
Age as a moderator of trust in physicians and patient satisfaction. Considerable
literature suggests that trust in physicians is related to patient satisfaction (e.g., Birkhauer er al.,
2017; Lee & Lin, 2011; Plantonova et al., 2009). This relation was confirmed in the present
study. However, we do not completely understand why that might be the case. We also know
that age is related to patient satisfaction (e.g., Chandra et al., 2019; Peck, 2011). The finding of
the present study that age moderates the relation between truth in physicians and patient
satisfaction helps us to understand this relation in more detail.
The effect of age on the relation between trust in physicians and patient satisfaction was
stronger with older adults. One reason may be that older adults have had more time to build and
strengthen trust-based relationships with their physicians and experience satisfaction through
repeat encounters (Peck, 2011; Rocque & Leanza, 2015). This explanation is supported by the
fact that continuity of care is also positively related to patient satisfaction (Gill et al., 2000;
Mainous et al., 2001). Another possible explanation could draw from the fact that older adults
are more likely to visit their physician due to multiple chronic or comorbid health conditions
(Bell et al., 2013; Gong et al., 2016). Patients also report needing to trust their physicians to be
satisfied and remain with their physicians (Platonova et al., 2008). Therefore, older adults may
have higher rates of patient satisfaction than younger adults because they are staying with
physicians with whom they are more satisfied with to help manage their medical care (e.g.,
Alrubaiee & Alkaa’ida, 2011; Kong et al., 2007). An additional explanation for this finding may
be that trust in physicians is positively related to older adult patients’ perception of physicians’
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empathy (Borracci et al., 2017), which, in turn, is positively related to patient satisfaction (e.g.,
Birkhauer er al., 2017; Hojat et al., 2010). That is, older adults who believe their physicians are
more empathetic during their interactions are therefore more likely to trust their physicians and
be more satisfied with the care they receive.
Additional Analyses
Examination of the relations among predictor, criterion, and control variables revealed
some interesting findings that are possibly worthy of further investigation in future research.
COVID-19 diagnosis was positively related to preferred decision-making, such that participants
diagnosed with COVID-19 were more likely to prefer autonomous decision-making roles. As
was the case in this study, trust is negatively related to patient preference for decision-making
(Chawla & Arora, 2013; Kraetschmer et al., 2004; Lee & Lin, 2010). Perhaps individuals who
contracted COVID-19 were already less trusting to begin with or became less trusting through
the experience of contracting the virus. It is also possible that lower levels of trust among
patients diagnosed with COVID-19 may have resulted from the experience of navigating
decisional uncertainty (e.g., Kother et al., 2021; Rutter et al., 2020). Lower levels may also have
been due to a perceived loss of control (Jin et al., 2020), which can impact levels of trust (e.g.,
Tang et al., 2020; Torbit et al., 2016). The perceived risk of contracting the disease could also
have played a role in these findings. For example, perceived risk for cancer is positively related
to preferred decision-making process, such that high rates of risk perception are related to
preference for autonomous decision-making roles (Dillard et al., 2010). The possible effects of
perceived risk also are supported by a study by Kother et al. (2021) in which two groups
participated in a decision-making task during the COVID-19 epidemic. One group was
comprised of participants with preexisting conditions, and the other group was comprised of
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participants without preexisting conditions. Because of the preexisting medical condition, the
participants in the preexisting condition group were at increased risk for severe progression after
contracting COVID-19. Those participants reported higher decision participation preferences
when presented with a COVID-19 case vignette than those in the non-risk group (Kother et al.,
2021). One reason for this result may be that the interaction between an individual’s perceived
risk and disease severity produces a personal threat perception. The perceived threat, if viewed as
high-risk, could act as a motivator for becoming actively involved in the decision-making
process (Dillard et al., 2010). These results might warrant further exploration of the factors that
contribute to the desire for more autonomous decision-making in the context of a life-threatening
epidemic.
COVID-19 diagnosis was also negatively related to trust in the healthcare system. This
finding might not be surprising in light of the public questioning of the adequacy of our
healthcare system as it attempted to deal with the COVID-19 crisis (e.g., Jain et al., 2020;
Kittleson, 2020). This is likely amplified by social media that have promulgated inaccurate
information regarding the disease and its treatment (e.g., Allahverdipour, 2020; Gottlieb & Dyer,
2020; Naeem et al., 2020). The “infodemic” (Gallotti et al., 2020) has contributed to serious
threats to public health, by exposing individuals to potentially unreliable, misleading information
about coronavirus that prevents the effective and timely adoption of recommended health
behaviors (e.g., Gallotti et al., 2020; Islam et al., 2020). Sadly, because of the spread of
misinformation via social media there has likely been an erosion of trust with potentially
devastating consequences (Baker, 2020; Bogart et al., 2021). Trust in the healthcare system is
incredibly beneficial for supporting the engagement in health behaviors that decrease the risk of
contracting viruses during pandemics (e.g., Harris & Sandal, 2021; Nezenga et al., 2020). For
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example, trust in the healthcare system is positively related to individuals following riskminimizing measures during pandemics (Harris & Sandal, 2021) and the efficacy of officially
recommended protection measures, including vaccination, handwashing, and wearing a mask
during H1N1 (Gilles et al., 2011). Trust is also positively related to adherence with
recommendations for H1N1 and SARS (Siegriest & Zingg, 2014). Trust in the healthcare system
is positively related to the likelihood of adopting preventive behaviors for Ebola, including
exposure avoidance and vaccination (Vinck et al., 2019). Finally, there is a positive relation
between trust in the healthcare system and patient knowledge (Bickell et al., 2009; Calnan &
Sanford, 2004). This knowledge is in turn related to adherence to treatment care and
immunizations in cases of Ebola (Ajilore et al., 2017), malaria (Bruxvoort et al., 2014), measles
(Phimmasane et al., 2010), and tuberculosis (Nezenga et al., 2020). With social media
contributing to fractured trust in the healthcare system, there are concerns that coronavirus
protocols will not continue to be followed and vaccination rates may also be affected (e.g.,
Loomba et al., 2021; Wilson & Wiysonge, 2020). This is a unique period in time in which social
media has played such an influential role in the dissemination of information and its impact on
corresponding health behaviors (e.g., Gallotti et al., 2020). The COVID-19 crisis is the first
pandemic in which social media and technology are being used on a global scale to both educate
and undermine the spread of information to help control the virus (WHO, 2020). In light of these
results, there is an opportunity to further explore the effects of social media on our trust in the
healthcare system in general and particularly during pandemics.
Limitations
Several potential limitations of the current study need to be taken into consideration when
interpreting results. With respect to demographics, the generalizability of these results to other
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studies may be limited due to the fact that participants were primarily Caucasian, male, and welleducated. This is relevant because education level is often associated with access to healthcare
resources (Lynch, 2003; Schellekens & Ziv, 2020) and the ability to maneuver through the
healthcare system (Lynch, 2003), which contribute to health status and utilization of services.
Additionally, gender status could have impacted health outcome variables examined in this study
by contributing to differences in adherence, satisfaction, and self-rated health (e.g., Alaloola &
Albedaiwi, 2008; Serber et al., 2003). While the sample for this study was representative of the
race/ethnicity of the United States in terms of Caucasian participants (U.S. Census Bureau,
2020), a more diverse population of individuals may interact with the healthcare system than the
population recruited in our sample (e.g., Chen et al., 2016). This is relevant because ethnic
disparities in health outcomes and access to healthcare services (Lee et al., 2009) impact
healthcare-related levels of trust (LaViest et al., 2009), adherence (Xie et al., 2019), and
satisfaction (Pinder et al., 2016).
The average score for the Wake Forest Physician Trust Scale (WFPTS) measure could
have contributed to the results of this study. On the initial development and validation study for
the WFPTS, Hall and colleagues (2002) reported the mean score was 40.8 (SD = 6.2) for the
national sample of 959 community-dwelling participants. The mean score for the WFPTS in this
current study was 34.52 (SD = 4.74). The mean values for the current study’s sample were below
the values obtained when the measure was used with Hall et al. (2002). The lower levels of trust
may indicate differences in the sample between the current study and the sample recruited by
Hall et al. (2002), which could influence the external validity of results.
The use of the one-item measure of adherence could also be a potential limitation in the
study, as the item may not fully capture the relevant features of the construct it was developed to
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assess. This raises concerns about content validity. Single-item measures also lack a
measurement statistic for internal consistency reliability, so information about psychometric
properties of the measure is limited. An adherence assessment instrument with more items may
be a more sensitive measure and provide additional information than the measure used here.
There is also the need to consider the possibility that the younger participants in this study, in
particular, may not have been given any instructions by their physicians and therefore were not
able to accurately answer the question “How often do you follow what your physician prescribes
for you?”.
Additionally, this was an exploratory study and therefore, replication of results may be
warranted to increase confidence in the data that was gathered. Furthermore, as a large number
of analyses were conducted, this may have contributed to family-wise error, which should be
taken into consideration when interpreting the results.
Finally, data collection occurred during the COVID-19 pandemic, which may have
impacted overall level of trust. Level of trust in physicians reported in this study was lower than
that of the standardization sample, perhaps due to differences in healthcare-related trust during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Possible reasons why lower levels of trust were reported during the
pandemic could be that the pandemic may have fractured healthcare-related trust (Baker, 2020)
or contributed to lower confidence in physicians and the healthcare system, which is related to
trust levels (Chan et al., 2020).
Future Directions
Results of the present study may offer several directions for future research. Further
research is needed with a more diverse participant samples in terms of race/ethnicity, gender, and
education level. Exploration of potential differences in levels of trust and the moderating role of
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age in more specific populations is needed. These populations should include individuals
experiencing chronic health problems or terminal illness, as these individuals may be more likely
to be reliant on their physicians for healthcare-related decisions.
Completing a similar study within a different pandemic (e.g., H1N1, SARS) would also
provide information as to whether results are comparable or the COVID-19 pandemic uniquely
yields differences in trust levels and related outcome variables. Additionally, a quarter of the
current study’s sample reported being diagnosed with COVID-19. It would be interesting to see
if future research shows diagnosis status contributes to different levels of trust and whether this
is a temporary change or affects trust levels over time.
The Health Care System Trust Scale, used in this study to assess participants’ trust in the
healthcare system, warrants further exploration. This scale was the reverse-coded version of the
Revised Health Care System Distrust Scale (Shae et al., 2008). This measure was chosen because
there were no current measures of trust in the healthcare system that adequately assessed the
construct. Further research on the psychometric properties of this scale is needed using more
diverse participant samples across a variety of settings (e.g., outpatient settings, inpatient
facilities, long-term-care facilities). In the future, this instrument could be used to study mistrust
and factors that contribute to or mitigate it.
Future research could utilize more complex, higher-order statistical analyses to further
assess the role of age in relation to the levels of trust and health outcome variables. It is likely
that the relations examined in this study may be more complex than revealed by the analyses
used to assess these relations. Mediated moderation, moderated mediation, and higher-order
moderation studies are needed to help further assess these relations, targeting other variables as
predictors like race/ethnicity (LaViest et al., 2009), institutional betrayal (Smith, 2017),
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personality traits (Donnellan & Lucas, 2008), health locus of control (Brincks et al., 2010), and
even health literacy (Tsai et al., 2018).
Future research should continue to focus on the role of age in relations of trust and health
outcome variables. Qualitative research may help explore age-related differences in trust,
including asking older adults about aspects of physician behavior and about the healthcare
system that leads to trust or mistrust. More research into whether the quality of the relationship
between patient and physician, the nature of the relationship, and the length of time of the
relationship affect trust levels is also warranted. Additionally, physicians may want to tailor
treatment to patients’ preferred involvement in medical decisions based on patient age and trust
levels. This could be accomplished by measuring levels of trust on assessment screeners at
doctor’s visits, which could be particularly useful among individuals whose levels of trust of
physicians and the healthcare system on the screeners are low. Furthermore, research focused of
individuals with high levels of healthcare-related trust can potentially help us understand how
one could augment healthcare utilization by determining successful ways to engender trust
between patient and physician and patient and healthcare system.
There may also be practical significance of the study findings in terms of the moderating
effect of age on the relation between trust in physicians and hospital admissions. Specifically, the
results in this study indicated that lower levels of trust were associated with more hospital visits
among older participants and that older adults who were more trusting had fewer hospital visits
on average than their less trusting peers. This finding could help in developing targeted
interventions to improve trust among older adults, as increasing trusting relationships between
patients and physicians may help reduce the frequency of older adult hospitalizations and lower
healthcare costs. Older adults are also the most frequent users of healthcare services (Dugan et
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al., 2005; Nie et al., 2010). It is also possible this finding may potentially have implications for
insurance companies, health insurance programs (e.g., Medicare, Medicaid), and even hospitals
in terms of managing costs by decreasing avoidable hospitalizations.
Finally, this could potentially be a pivotal moment in healthcare for building or
rebuilding trust. The current coronavirus pandemic has created additional threats to trust (Baker,
2020). A recent meta-analysis of the psychological impacts of the COVID-19 virus quarantine on
individuals identified limited communication from public health officials as one of the top
stressors during periods of quarantine (Brooks et al., 2020). Limited communication has
contributed to the spread of misinformation in healthcare (Arora et al., 2020) and lack of trust in
the system as a whole (Baker, 2020). Physicians have reported that long-time patients question
their advice about safe COVID-19 protocol (Kittleson, 2020) and that the presence of conflicting
messages about the pandemic have eroded the already fractured trust in the healthcare system
(Jain et al., 2020). Rebuilding trust is essential to help target these threats to individuals’ health
and to encourage trust in the coronavirus vaccination recommendations. Data gathered during the
H1N1 influenza pandemic indicated that trust in physicians was related to patient’s intentions to
get vaccinated and that patients who distrusted their physicians were more likely to indicate that
they did not plan on getting vaccinated (Taha et al., 2013). Additionally, trust in healthcare
organizations longitudinally predicted vaccination rates for the H1N1 influenza pandemic (Gilles
et al., 2011). The relation between trust in the healthcare system and vaccination rates may be
especially pertinent in communities who have high rates of mistrust in the system, including
people of color, to help improve COVID-19 vaccination rates. Racial disparities are evident
regarding who is choosing to get vaccinated (Bogart et al., 2021; Razai et al., 2021). Trust in
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physicians and the healthcare system may help mitigate vaccine hesitancy and help encourage
vaccinations in the future.
Conclusion
Results from the current study furthered understanding about the role of age as a
moderator and expanded discussions of trust in healthcare. Prior research has linked trust to the
five health outcome variables examined in this study and age to these health outcome variables,
but there has been a lack of research exploring how all of these variables are connected. While
both levels of trust and health outcome variables change across the lifespan, the role of age as a
moderator of these relations had previously been unexplored. In this study, age moderated the
relations between trust in physicians and healthcare utilization of hospital admissions, trust in
physicians and patient satisfaction, and trust in the healthcare system and preferred decision
making. The finding of the present study that age moderates these relations helps us understand
these relations and that these relations vary based on age. This study is the first step toward a
better understanding of the role of age in predicting health outcomes. Based on these findings,
future researchers should consider incorporating a lifespan perspective when assessing levels of
trust and health outcome variables. Further development of targeted interventions to improve
levels of trust in physicians and the healthcare system could also be beneficial, particularly for
older adults.
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Table 1
Demographic Information (N = 398)
Characteristic

N

%/SD

52.43

17.18

Female

162

40.7%

Male

236

59.3%

White/Caucasian (not Hispanic)

241

60.6%

Black/African-American

38

9.5%

Asian-American

71

17.8%

Hispanic

25

6.3%

Native American/Pacific Islander

9

2.3%

Bi-racial/ Mixed Race

4

1.0%

Not Reported

10

2.5%

Single

45

11.3%

Married/Committed Relationship

345

86.7%

Divorced

5

1.3%

Separated

2

0.5%

Widowed

1

0.3%

None

114

28.6%

One

178

44.7%

Age (M)
Gender

Race/ethnicity

Marital Status

Number of Chronic Conditions
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Two

74

18.6%

Three

20

5.0%

Four

3

0.8%

Five

9

2.3%

Yes

95

23.9%

No

302

75.9%

1

.02%

Diagnosed with COVID-19

Not Reported
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Table 2
Correlations between participant characteristics and variables
Age
Age
Education
CHC
COVID-19
WFPTS
HCSTS
PROMIS
HCU_DV
HCU_ER
HCU_HA
PDSM
Adher.
HCSQ

Note.

1
.010
.116*
.002
.016
.110*
.000
.265**
.204**
.231**
.137**
.077
.072

Education

CHC COVID-19*** WFPTS

HCSTS

.010
.116*
-.002
.016
.110*
1
-.019
-.157**
.174**
.057
-.019
1
.232**
.014
.015
-.157** .232** 1
-.018
-.148**
.174**
.014
-.018
1
.380**
.057
.015
-.148**
.380**
1
.110*
-.098*
-.010
.312** -.062
-.012
.170** .227** -.054
-.319**
-.067
.146** .218** -.155** -.402**
-.051
.116*
.219** -.141** -.354**
-.029
.021
.124*
-.278** -.460**
.171**
-.068
.054
.389**
.081
.167**
-.014
.062
.554**
.257**

PROMIS

.000
.110*
-.098*
-.010
.312**
-.062
1
.220**
.288**
.296**
.362**
.403**
.586**

HCU_DV

.265**
-.012
.170**
.227**
-.054
-.319**
.220**
1
.788**
.809**
.562**
.201**
.247**

***.

Point biserial correlations were run for the COVID-19 variable
p < .01 (2-tailed)
*
p < .05 (2-tailed)
**.

CHC = Chronic health conditions
COVID-19 = Diagnosed with coronavirus or not
WFPTS = Wake Forest Physician Trust Scale
HCSTS = Health Care System Trust Scale
PROMIS = Patient-Report Outcomes Measurement Information System 10 Global Health Scale
HCU_DV = Healthcare Utilization of Services- Doctors’ Visits
HCU_ER = Healthcare Utilization of Services- ER Visits
HCU_HA = Healthcare Utilization of Services- Hospital Admissions
PDSM = Problem-Solving Decision-Making Scale
Adher. = Adherence Measure
HCSQ = Health Care Satisfaction Questionnaire

HCU_ER

.204**
-.067
.146**
.218**
-.155**
-.402**
288**
.788**
1
.864**
.697**
.099*
.239**

HCU_HA

.231**
-.051
.116**
.219**
-.141**
-.354**
.296**
.809**
.864**
1
.699**
.115*
.244**

PDSM

.137**
-.029
.021
.124**
-.278**
-.460**
.362**
.562**
.697**
.699**
1
-.054
.267**

Adher. HCSQ
.077
.171**
-.068
.054
.389**
.081
.403**
.201**
.099*
.115*
-.054
1
.494**

.072
.167**
-.014
.062
.554**
.257**
.586**
.247**
.239**
.244**
.267**
.494**
1
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Table 3
Means and standard deviations for key study variables
Respondents’ score range

M

SD

Trust in Physician (WFPTS)

10 - 50

34.52

4.74

Trust in Healthcare System (HCSTS)

9 - 45

26.96

3.62

Self-Rated Health (PROMIS)

10 - 40

36.35

5.46

Healthcare Utilization- Doctors’ Visits

1 - 10

5.69

2.71

Healthcare Utilization- ER Visits

1 - 10

4.99

3.31

Healthcare Utilization- Hospital Admits

1 - 10

5.13

3.34

Preference for Decision-Making (PDSM)

1-5

3.33

0.77

Adherence

1-5

3.90

0.69

23 - 92

67.66

9.18

Variable

Patient Satisfaction (HCSQ)
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Table 4
Moderation Analysis: Results of Age X Health Outcome Variables for Trust in Physicians
Model

Variables Entered and Interactions

b

SE

1.

Constant (Self-Rated Health)

36.6529

1.3052

.0000

Trust in Physicians

.3501

.0553

.0000

Age

.0017

.0153

.9100

Trust in Physicians x Age

-.0058

.0031

.0586

Constant (HCU- Doctor’s Visits)

4.8366

.4423

.0000

Trust in Physicians

-.0354

.0281

.2088

Age

.0428

.0078

.0000

Trust in Physicians x Age

-.0024

.0015

.1287

Constant (HCU- ER Visits)

4.3218

.5430

.0000

Trust in Physicians

-.1064

.0345

.0022

Age

.0388

.0096

.0001

Trust in Physicians x Age

-.0017

.0019

.3766

4.2879

.5452

.0000

-.1074

.0347

.0021

.0453
-.0047

.0096
.0019

.0000
.0151

Constant (Decision-Making)

3.1682

.1276

.0000

Trust in Physicians

-.0463

.0081

.0000

2.

p

R2 = .1210
1.

2.
R2 = .1536
1.

2.
R2 = .1250
1.

Constant (HCU- Hospital Admissions)
Trust in Physicians
Age

2.

Trust in Physicians x Age

R2 = .1473
1.
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Age

.0067

.0023

.0031

Trust in Physicians x Age

-.0006

.0004

.1848

Constant (Adherence)

3.6472

.1097

.0000

Trust in Physicians

.0530

.0070

.0000

Age

.0033

.0019

.0909

Trust in Physicians x Age

-.0003

.0004

.3859

Constant (Patient Satisfaction)

64.8723

1.3032

.0000

Trust in Physicians

.9972

.0829

.0000

Age

.0388

.0230

.0928

Trust in Physicians x Age

-.0150

.0046

.0011

R2 = .1195
1.

2.

R2 = .1938
1.

2.

R2 = .3440

HCU = Healthcare Utilization of Services
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Table 5
Moderation Analysis: Results of Age X Health Outcome Variables for Trust in the Healthcare
System
Model

Variables Entered and Interactions

b

SE

1.

Constant (Self-Rated Health)

34.6957

.9505

.0000

Trust in Healthcare System

-.0746

.0813

.3593

Age

.0074

.0170

.6653

Trust in Healthcare System x Age

-.0046

.0043

.2857

Constant (HCU- Doctor’s Visits)

4.7766

.4292

.0000

Trust in Healthcare System

-.1940

.0367

.0000

Age

.0396

.0077

.0000

Trust in Healthcare System x Age

-.0036

.0020

.0659

Constant (HCU- ER Visits)

4.4630

.5168

.0000

Trust in Healthcare System

-.3196

.0442

.0000

Age

.0318

.0092

.0006

Trust in Healthcare System x Age

-.0023

.0023

.3357

Constant (HCU- Hospital Admissions)

4.4156

.5328

.0000

Trust in Healthcare System

-.2722

.0456

.0000

Age

.0390

.0095

.0001

Trust in Healthcare System x Age

-.0024

.0024

.2194

Constant (Decision-Making)

3.2208

.1204

.0000

Trust in Healthcare System

-.0945

.0103

.0000

2.

p

R2 = .0373
1.

2.
R2 = .2094
1.

2.
R2 = .2138
1.

2.

R2 = .1923
1.
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Age

.0049

.0022

.0237

Trust in Healthcare System x Age

-.0012

.0005

.0237

Constant (Adherence)

3.5409

.1181

.0000

Trust in Healthcare System

.0198

.0101

.0503

Age

.0037

.0021

.0780

Trust in Healthcare System x Age

.0002

.0005

.6962

Constant (Patient Satisfaction)

62.3828

1.5562

.0000

Trust in Healthcare System

.2875

.1331

.0314

Age

.0506

.0278

.0654

Trust in Healthcare System x Age

-.0088

.0071

.2133

R2 = .2219
1.

2.

R2 = .0727
1.

2.

R2 = .0722

HCU = Healthcare Utilization of Services
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Younger Age
Middle Age

Hospital Admissions

Older Age
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Low

Medium

High

Trust in Physicians (WFPTS)

Figure 1. The moderation effect of age on trust in physicians and healthcare utilization of
hospital admissions. Simple slopes test: younger age (t = -.7738, p = .440), middle age (t =
-3.197, p < .01), older age (t = -3.748, p < .01). Younger age is ~35 years old, middle age is ~ 52
years old, and older age is ~ 69 years old.
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Preference for Decision-Making (PDSM)

Younger Age
Middle Age
Older Age
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
Low

Medium

High

Trust in Healthcare System (HCSTS)

Figure 2. The moderation effect of age on trust in the healthcare system and preference for
decision-making. Simple slopes test: younger age (t = -6.273, p < .001), middle age (t = -9.994, p
< .001), older age (t = -8.555, p < .001). Younger age is ~35 years old, middle age is ~ 52 years
old, and older age is ~ 69 years old.
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Younger Age
Middle Age

Patient Satisfaction (HCSQ)

Older Age
83
73
63
53
43
33
23
Low

Medium

High

Trust in Physicians (WFPTS)

Figure 3. The moderation effect of age on trust in physicians and patient satisfaction. Simple
slopes test: younger age (t = 6.971, p < .001), middle age (t = 13.025, p < .001), older age (t =
12.157, p < .001). Younger age is ~35 years old, middle age is ~ 52 years old, and older age is ~
69 years old.
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Demographic Questionnaire
This next section will ask you general questions about yourself.
1. What is your age? _________
2. What is your gender?
a. Male
b. Female
c. Transgender
d. Gender nonconforming
e. Choose not to answer
3. What is your race or ethnic background? (Please choose all that apply):
a. White/Caucasian (not Hispanic)
b. Black/African American
c. Asian-American
d. Hispanic/ Latino
e. Native American (American Indian/Alaskan Native)
f. Pacific Islander
g. Other
4. Please specify if you selected Other as your answer for question #3. ________________
5. Please specify how many years of education you have had. ______________
6. What is your marital status?
a. Single
b. Married
c. Live-in partner
d. Separated
e. Divorced
f. Widowed
7. What is your current job or occupation status?
a. Working full time
b. Working part time
c. Retired
d. Unemployed
e. Other
8. Please specify if you selected Other as your answer for question #8. ________________

95
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9. How many major or chronic health conditions do you have? Examples of major or chronic
health conditions include hypertension, coronary heart disease (CHD), hepatitis, stroke, cancer,
asthma, diabetes, arthritis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and kidney disease.
___________
10. Have you had COVID-19?
a. Yes
b. No
11. What year were you born? ______
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Appendix B
Wake Forest Trust in Physicians Scale (Hall et al., 2001)
Please use the below scale to indicate how much you agree with each statement.
1
(strongly disagree)

2

3
(neither agree nor disagree)

4

5
(strongly agree)

Is there a physician that you have gone to at least twice during the past 2 years? Keep them in
mind while completing this measure.
1. Your doctor will do whatever it takes to get you all the care you need.
2. Sometimes your doctor cares more about what is convenient for him/her than about your
medical needs.*
3. Your doctor’s medical skills are not as good as they should be.*
4. Your doctor is extremely thorough and careful.
5. You completely trust your doctor’s decisions about which medical treatments are best for
you.
6. Your doctor is totally honest in telling you about all of the different treatment options
available for your condition.
7. Your doctor only thinks about what is best for you.
8. Sometimes your doctor does not pay full attention to what you are trying to tell him/her.*
9. You have no worries about putting your life in your doctor’s hands.
10. All in all, you have complete trust in your doctor.
* Item is reverse coded
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Appendix C
Health Care System Trust Scale
Please use the below scale to indicate how much you agree with each statement.
1
(strongly disagree)

2

3
(neither agree nor disagree)

4

5
(strongly agree)

1. The Health Care System does its best to make patients’ health better
2. The Health Care System covers up its mistakes*
3. Patients receive high quality medical care from the Health Care System
4. The Health Care System makes too many mistakes*
5. The Health Care system puts money above patients’ needs*
6. The Health Care System give excellent medical care
7. Patients get the same medical treatment from the Health Care System, no matter what the
patient’s race or ethnicity
8. The Health Care System lies to make money*
9. The Health Care System experiments on patients without them knowing*
* Item is reverse coded
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Appendix D
PROMIS 10 Global Health Scale (Hays et al., 2010)
Please respond to each question or statement by marking one box per row.
1
Poor

2
Fair

3
Good

4
Very Good

5
Excellent

1. In general, how would you say your health is?
2. In general, how would you say your quality of life is?
3. In general, how would you rate your physical health?
4. In general, how would you rate your mental health, including your mood and your ability to
think?
5. In general, how would you rate your satisfaction with your social activities and your
relationships?
6. In general, please rate how well you carry our your usual social activities and roles. (This
includes activities at home, at work, in your community, and responsibilities as a parent, child,
spouse, employee, friend, etc.).
1
Not at all

2
A little

3
Moderately

4
Mostly

5
Completely

7. To what extent are you able to carry out your everyday physical activities such as walking,
climbing stairs, carrying groceries, or moving a chair?
1

2

3

4

5

Always

Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

8. How often have you been bothered by emotional problems such as feeling anxious, depressed
or irritable?
1

2

Very Severe

Severe

3
Moderately

9. How would you rate your fatigue on average?
10. How would you rate your pain on average?

4
Mild

5
None
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Appendix E
Utilization of Healthcare Services Measures (Short et al., 2010)
Please recall the total number of doctors’ visits you have had within the year prior to March 1,
2020.
1

2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+

Please recall the total number of emergency room visits you have had within the year prior to
March 1, 2020.
1

2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+

Please recall the total number of hospital admissions you have had within the year prior to March
1, 2020.
1

2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
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Appendix F
Problem-Solving Decision-Making Scale (Deber, Kraetschmer, & Irvine, 1996)
Scenario A: Morbidity Vignette
Suppose you often experience a burning sensation when you go to the bathroom. You usually
have to push to begin to urinate and sometimes dribbling occurs after urination.
Doctor
alone

Mostly
the
doctor

Doctor
and you
equally

Mostly
you

You
alone

Diagnosis: Who should determine
(diagnose) what the likely causes of
your symptoms are?

1

2

3

4

5

Options: Who should determine what
the treatment options are?

1

2

3

4

5

Risks and Benefits: Who should
determine what the risks and benefits
for each treatment option are?

1

2

3

4

5

Probability: Who should determine
how likely each of these risks and
benefits are to happen?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Utility: Given the risks and benefits
of these possible treatments, who
should decide how acceptable those
risks and benefits are for you?
What is Done: Given all the
information about risks and benefits
of the possible treatments, who should
decide what treatment option should
be selected?

Scenario B: Mortality Vignette
Suppose you had mild chest pains for three days and decided that you should visit your doctor
about this.
Doctor
alone

Mostly
the
doctor

Doctor
and you
equally

Mostly
you

You
alone
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Diagnosis: Who should determine
(diagnose) what the likely causes of
your symptoms are?

1

2

3

4

5

Options: Who should determine what
the treatment options are?

1

2

3

4

5

Risks and Benefits: Who should
determine what the risks and benefits
for each treatment option are?

1

2

3

4

5

Probability: Who should determine
how likely each of these risks and
benefits are to happen?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Utility: Given the risks and benefits
of these possible treatments, who
should decide how acceptable those
risks and benefits are for you?
What is Done: Given all the
information about risks and benefits
of the possible treatments, who should
decide what treatment option should
be selected?

Scenario C: Quality of Life Vignette
Suppose you and your partner have been trying for pregnancy but have been unsuccessful for
more than a year.
Doctor
alone

Mostly
the
doctor

Doctor
and you
equally

Mostly
you

You
alone

Diagnosis: Who should determine
(diagnose) what the likely causes of
your symptoms are?

1

2

3

4

5

Options: Who should determine what
the treatment options are?

1

2

3

4

5

Risks and Benefits: Who should
determine what the risks and benefits
for each treatment option are?

1

2

3

4

5
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Probability: Who should determine
how likely each of these risks and
benefits are to happen?

1

2

3

4

5

Utility: Given the risks and benefits
of these possible treatments, who
should decide how acceptable those
risks and benefits are for you?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

What is Done: Given all the
information about risks and benefits
of the possible treatments, who should
decide what treatment option should
be selected?
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Appendix G
Adherence Measure
How often do you follow what your physician prescribes for you?
1
Never

2
Rarely

3
Some of the time

4
Most of the time

5
Always
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Appendix H
Health Care Satisfaction Questionnaire (Gagnon et al., 2006)
Please use the below scale to indicate how much you agree with each statement.
1
Not at all

2
Somewhat

3
Very Much

4
Extremely

1. Do you feel that you can trust the professionals?
2. Do you feel that the professionals are courteous?
3. Do you feel that the professionals respect your privacy?
4. Do you feel that the professionals you met seem competent?
5. Do you feel that the professionals treat your information confidentially?
6. Do you feel that you receive honest answers to your questions?
7. Do you feel that the same professional looks after you each time?
8. Do you feel that the professionals treat you with respect?
9. Do you feel that the professionals show a sense of responsibility toward you?
10. Do you feel that the professionals really understand your needs?
11. Do you feel that the professionals you met take your problem seriously?
12. Do you feel that the professionals talk to you in words you can understand?
13. Do you feel that the professionals encourage you to get support from your family and
friends?
14. Do you feel that the professionals tell you about the different choices you have?
15. Do you feel that the professionals give you advice regarding how to prevent the problem
from recurring?
16. Do you feel that the professionals give you all the information you need about where to go,
what to do, and what not to do?
17. Do you feel that the professionals inform you about the available services?
18. Do you feel that the professionals take your lifestyle into account?
19. Do you feel that the appointments you make with the professionals are obtained quickly?
20. Do you feel that you don't have to go through too many steps when you want to contact a
professional?
21. Do you feel that you didn't have go through too many steps when you wanted to get help?
22. Do you feel that the professionals take the necessary time to take care of you?
23. Do you feel that the professionals are accessible at times that are convenient for you?

